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Abstract: This paper presents due to very rapidly increase in volume of image and set of videos, the traditional
methods of Indexing and retrieval using only keywords have become outdated. Therefore alternative methods to
describe images using their visual content have been developed. To produce and test algorithms for content-based
image and video retrieval, MUVIS (Multimedia Video Indexing and Retrieval System) was established at TUT. The
goal of MUVIS is a fast, real-time and reliable audio/video (AV) browsing and indexing application, which is also
capable of extracting some key features (such as color, Texture and shape) of the AV media. Most of the current
image retrieval systems perform reasonably when using color feature. However, retrieval accuracy using color or
texture features does not produce as good results. Therefore, this paper investigates different methods of representing
shape in content-based image retrieval. A novel boundary-based method using curvature scale space approach (CSS)
and region based method using angular radial transform (ART) is developed in this dissertation. Simulation results
show that the proposed technique produced encouraging results when using MPEG-7 shape test database.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the twentieth century, introduction of computer and advances in science and technology gave birth to low cost and
efficient digital storage devices and the worldwide web, which in turn became the catalyst for increasing acquisition of
digital information in the form of images. In this computer age virtually all spheres of human life including commerce,
government, academics, hospitals, crime prevention, surveillance, engineering, architecture, journalism, fashion and
graphic design and historical research are in need of, and use of images for efficient services. A large collection of
images is referred to as image database. Image database is a system where image data are interestedly stored. Image data
include the raw images and information extracted from images by automated or computer assisted image analysis. The
image content level is also a measure of level of feature extraction. At the low level, also regarded as primary level the
features extracted (color, shape, texture, spatial information and motion) are called primitive features because they can
only be Extracted by information obtained at the pixel level, that is pixel representation of the images. Content-based
image retrieval (CBIR) technique use image content to search and retrieve digital images. Content-based image retrieval
system was introduced to address the problems associated with text-based image retrieval, The users usually formulate
query image and present to the system. The system automatically extracts the visual attributes of the query image in the
same mode as it does for each database image, and then identifies
Images in the database whose feature vectors match those of the query image, and sorts the best similar objects according
to their similarity value.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of the implementation is as shown in the fig1.

Fig 1 Architecture of CBIR system
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The CBIR Diagram it shows that automatically extract visual attributes (color, shape, texture and spatial information) of
each image in the database based on its pixel values and stores in a different database within the system called feature
database. The feature data for each of the visual attributes of each image is very much smaller in size compared to the
image data. Thus the feature database contains an abstraction (compact form) of the images in the image database; each
image is represented by a compact representation of its contents (color, texture, shape and spatial information) in the form
of a fixed length real-valued multi-component feature vectors or signature. The users usually formulate query image and
present to the system. The system automatically extract the visual attributes of the query image in the same mode as it does
for each database image, and then identifies images in the database whose feature vectors match those of the query image,
and sorts the best similar objects according to their similarity value.
During operation the system processes less compact feature vectors rather than the large size image data thus giving
CBIR its cheap, fast and efficient advantage over text-based retrieval. CBIR system can be used in one of two ways.
First, exact image matching, that is matching two images, one an example image and the other, image in image database.
Second is approximate image matching, which is finding most closely match images to a query image?
III. SURVEY ON CBIR USING MPEG- 7
Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is an important step in addressing image storage and management problems.
[Ref. 2] There are several methods, algorithms to solve all these issues. On the basis of color, shape, & size CBIR can be
analyzed, & retrieved. To get more accurate results in this paper low level & higher level are combined together. With
the aid of various CBIR views accurate, repeatable, quantitative data must be efficiently extracted in order to increase the
retrieval accuracy of CBIR systems.
Implementing with alert concentration for CBIR tasks, they investigate, analyze and propose the predefined process
for the definition of the parameters involved (point fixation, point details, codebook sizes and detailed (weighing) code
strategies. Ref. [3] The experimental procedure results observed on four different image collections reveal an amazing
increase in the regeneration performance of the proposed descriptors compared to individual performance in their source
global form. In advance to this, they deal with to fix common SIFT & SURF dependant views while they perform
comparably, else against new up to date methods that stand their victory on much more mixed data manipulation.
CBIR from huge data storage is becoming a higher necessity for many applications such as medical, Geographic,
space search and many others. Ref. [4] However, the process of predefined image reformation is often pre decided by
extracting some selective features that are to be given to data storage & then it will match the content of Pre-defined
image. If it matches the data base information then it will show the result. The regeneration process is totally dependent
on comparing the captured features & predefined features of any image. This is the most important technique of image
retrieval. The fundamental concept of this technique is that it will check the only few of characteristics among all one.
Now we create a CBIR method by extraction of both color and texture vectors using the Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) and the Self Organizing Map (SOM) neural networks.
CBIR from large Data storage has switched into a field of higher concentration in these days which is help full in
much more application. Ref. [5] Due to the successful completion of this paper it acts as an evolution in CBIR. The some
of the CBIR systems are as follows: CM, DM, HA, RGBC and ED.
The key concept of this paper is that color is basic element or feature of image retrieval. This method is used to increase
the reformation accuracy of this system. They Combined the featured from image regions, with features from the whole
image. The main advantage of this system is that to increase the retrieval accuracy. From the investigational results, it is
marked that desired system achieves appreciably better results compared with other existing systems.
In recent trades digital world tremendously uses internet. Due to this there is an huge increase in bandwidth, Hand
operated devices, Storage methods, social networking sites such as FB, What’s App etc. In these n/w sites almost 80% of
images are to be stored ion web. Due to this it is difficult to handle the huge amount of image data base, & image
retrieval too. Characteristics based image recovery is an very important research method in the areas of image
processing. It consists of low level Characteristics extraction just like color, texture, & shape. These parameters are used
for comparisons of pre storage images with the given specified images. Recent scholars concentrate on FBIR to fulfill the
gap between low level visual chara. & high level image semantics. In this research they provide us comparative research
on many methods those are present for every step of FBIR method. The various methods are used for image, Video,
Audio recovery are as below: for color HSV, for Texture Gabor Filter & for Shape Moment invariant method is used. By
combining these three methods we can generate multiple features recovery. The bi-phergation minimizes the search
space & Retrieval time. Then only a proper feedback algorithm is given for the purpose of getting resultant images on the
screen. Hence by considering all the aspects it is clear that it increase classification accuracy by taking feedback from
user which decrease semantic gap.
A challenging technique called as CBIR ,which retrieve required images from a database which has a huge storage
space. An constituents such as histogram, color and texture are the novel low level characteristics, those are proposed to
utilize in image retrieval and image indexing systems. Here in thie paper, there are many methods for CBIR
System,named as RGB Color Histogram,Tamura Texture and Gabor Feature. All above 3 methods has 3 factors such as
Precision value, Recall value and Accuracy rate on which their implementation & testing depends .The results shows
that, among these 3 methods Gabor Feature is the method, which has highest efficiency. The accuracy of this method in
CBIR System is 81.7%.
The investigation of image depends upon Content-based on the internet is such a tough problem mostly because of the
difference between the low-level visual features and high-level content, as well as heavy computation due to the large
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calculations caused due to the huge number of images and characteristics with high dimensional. Here in this paper, We
introduce a modern approach called as iLike for the purpose of mixing the textual features from web pages, and visual
features from image content for the best image search in a vertical search engine.
This paper has a review of the different techniques for the purpose of CBIR (Content Based image recovery). Content
Based image recovery is a method , which is used for the recovery purpose of variety of image from the huge image
databases .All the databases are arranged many visual characteristics such as color, texture, shape and spatial
information which are recovered by using various methods.
The volume of Image databases is growing quickly, so the it is necessary for the researchers to see for the better methods
to recover the images and to get more accurate results. Because of this the center is
shifted from low-level feature recovery algorithms to the high level visual feature recovery mechanism. To design a
better CBIR (Content Based image recovery) method, the significant thing to advance the many processes in the recovery
such as feature extraction, image segmentation, image decomposition and similarity matching methods.
1.
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3.
4.
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5.

IV. APPLICATIONS
The main application is in Magnetic Resonance Brain Images.
The CBIR application used in Medical Image Management.
Another application is in crime branch to identify the suspects.
In cold storage to detect various fruits & flowers.
V. CHALLENGES IN MEDICAL IMAGE RECOVERY
Application of CBIR medical domain useful.
Extract of robust and precise visual features from medical images is a difficult problem.
The use of CBIR in medical diagnostics is important though it is difficult to realize.
To be used as a diagnostic tool, the CBIR system need to prove their performance to be accepted by the
clinicians.
Useful semantics for medical image recovery needs to be established.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
This paper has focused on the CBIR applications in diagnosis brain disease. The goal of this dissertation has been
to give an overview of content based recovery process while focusing mainly on shape attributes, In two contributions has
been presented, the first one is related to shape attributes using region based approach and second one to shape attributes
using contour based approach used in content based recovery. The first contribution of this dissertation concerns shape
analysis and recovery by using the region based approach and it gives the good results when the object consist of disjoint
region where the second approach ie contour based approach gets failure but if we will observe the performance result of
the second method it is good as compare to the first one. In this paper region based shape features and contour based shape
have been used for content based image recovery separately. Therefore an efficient combination of these features into
multimodal descriptors of the AV content should be considered in more detailed in future work .Especially the
development of
A flexible and dynamically adjustable similarity measure based on Relevance feedback obtained from the end user should
be taken into account.
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